Influence of aging-induced flow waveform variation on hemodynamics in aneurysms present at the internal carotid artery: A computational model-based study.
The variation of blood flow waveform in the internal carotid artery (ICA) with age is a well-documented hemodynamic phenomenon, but little is known about how such variation affects the characteristics of blood flow in aneurysms present in the region. In the study, hemodynamic simulations were conducted for 26 ICA aneurysms, with flow waveforms measured in the ICAs of young and older adults being used respectively to set the inflow boundary conditions. Obtained results showed that replacing the young-adult flow waveform with the older-adult one led to little changes (<10%) in simulated time-averaged wall shear stress (WSS), transient maximum WSS, relative residence time and trans-aneurysm pressure loss coefficient, but resulted in a marked increase (32.36 ± 17.24%) in oscillatory shear index (OSI). Frequency-domain wave analysis revealed that the progressive enhancement of low-frequency harmonics dominated the observed flow waveform variation with age and was a major factor contributing to the increase in OSI. Cross-sectional comparisons among the aneurysms further revealed that the degree of increase in OSI correlated positively with some specific morphological features of aneurysm, such as aspect ratio and size ratio. In summary, the study demonstrates that the variation in flow waveform with age augments the oscillation of WSS in ICA aneurysms, which underlies the importance of setting patient-specific boundary conditions in hemodynamic studies on cerebral aneurysms, especially those involving long-term patient follow-up or cross-sectional comparison among patients of different ages.